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algis miCKŪnas

psyCHiC tEnsions in CiviLiZations 

K e y  w o r d s :  comparative studies of civilizations, civilization, psychic tensions in ci-
vilization. 

While numerous arguments concerning civilizational tensions focus on 
material and power issue and tensions, the argument in this essay points 
out that the fundamental tensions consist of differences in the interpreta-
tion of the world for which peoples are willing to sacrifice their material 
interests. this means that even the so called “material
interests” are not the basic force in civilizational tensions, since even 
they are meaningful to some and meaningless to others. Given this un-
derstanding, it can be maintained that all tensions are “spiritual.” after 
all, simply materially speaking, no one dies in order to eat
better, but many are ready to die for the meanings which make sense of 
their lives and the entire universe. the age of materialism has yielded to 
the quest for meaning.

aivaras stEpuKonis

FranCis FuKuyama: EntErinG tHE Last ordEr,  
postHistoriCaL WorLd, mEtaCiviLiZation

K e y  w o r d s :  political science, dialectics, historiography, ideology, liberal democracy, 
free market, globalization, metacivilization

the article investigates the views of wellknown american thinker and 
political scientist Francis Fukuyama on the political and economic futu-
re of mankind encapsulated in the by now famous and controversial hy-
pothesis of “the end of history”. the notions of coherent and directional 
history, the development of modern natural science, the dialectic of ideo-
logies, and the global expansion and dissemination of liberal democracy 
are discussed. Fukuyama’s arguments for liberal democracy’s world role 
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in universalizing Western technologies, the mechanisms of free market, 
and the principles of rational organization of labor are explained, as 
well as some doubts voiced whether such a political and economic order 
might not founder in the future. Finally, the hypothesis of “the end of 
history” is criticized in two respects: firstly, Fukuyama rests on a limi-
ted conception of historical dialectics that involves a vicious circle and 
seems to beg the question; also, Fukuyama misses the ingenious and yet 
potentially fatal endeavor of liberal democracy to replace the resolution 
of dialectical contradictions with the accumulation and mutual isolation 
of them. secondly, Fukuyama does not distinguish between history and 
historiography, moreover, he identifies both with the sphere of political 
phenomena, thus succumbing to methodological anachronism, relap-
sing to the nineteenthcentury historiographical practices, when the sta-
te was the only object truly worthy of historiography. at the turn of the 
twenty first century, such a shrinking of historiographical perspectives 
can be understood, at best, as a conscious partiality in defense of one’s 
own hypothesis whose weight of argumentation is lacking, whose rhe-
torical formulation is elevated above the critical spirit of science.

alvydas norEiKa

KavoLis CiviLiZation tHEory and FouCauLt  
disCoursE anaLysis

K e y  w o r d s :  civilization, discourse, symbolic design, statement, civilization analysis, 
discourse analysis, history of consciousness.

the article deals with the relationship of Kavolis civilization analysis to 
Foucault discourse analysis. it is argued that there are large methodolo-
gical differences between these two types of analysis. First of all, they are 
intended to inquiry into different levels of symbolic structures. Kavolis 
civilization analysis describes semantic units (symbolic designs and their 
configurations), and Foucault discourse analysis questions conditions 
of possibility of semantic units (discourses). Both authors hold different 
views on method and selection of sources as well. it is stated that Kavolis 
civilization analysis and Foucault discourse analysis aren’t incompatible 
in principle. after correction of some its principles the discourse analysis 
can be used as means of research of the depth level of civilizational struc-
tures of consciousness, i. e. of codes of particular areas of civilization.
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ali Özgür ÖZdiL 

tHE History oF oriGins oF isLamiC studiEs in EuropE 
and tHE most prominEnt araBiC sCHoLars

K e y  w o r d s :  history of orientalism, islamic studies, origin of islamic studies, promi-
nent arabic scholars

this article discusses the most significant achievements in islamic stu-
dies of a few scholars, who worked mostly form the beginning of 12th 
century in the fields of theology, philosophy, philology and history. ar-
ticle represents the biographies of these scholars who played an impor-
tant role in the origin of arabic studies (of later orientalism and islamic 
studies) from the middle ages till the beginning of the World War i. it 
reveals the most significant achievements of their academic work, dis-
cusses from different angles the most important academic studies and 
the publications of the translations of classical islamic texts in Western 
languages. 

daiva tamoŠaitytė

irWin aGainst said: tWo attitudEs toWards  
oriEntaLism and tWo trutHs

K e y  w o r d s :  orientalism, imperialism, postcolonialism, racism, myth, truth, huma-
nism, politics, discourse, islam, arabs, East, West

this article scrutinizes the infamous book of E. W. said “orientalism” 
and the book of another scholar, r. irwin’s “For the Lust of Knowing” 
(2006), which runs counter to the previous treatise as much as to con-
sequences of said’s crucial influence on postcolonial studies. the aut-
hor objectively shows pro and contra of both sides considering the hot 
discourse about imperialism, centers of power in modern world as well 
as in antiquity, the political role orientalism as a science plays in that 
discourse, and other topics. to her opinion, two scholars represent two 
schools of thought: r. irwin the conservative one, based on oriental aca-
demic cliches of XiX century and „revolutionary“ E. said, who thinks 
in a modern way struggling to reconstruct and rethink outofdate met-
hods of knowing of other, or subaltern and East cultures. these two 
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contradictory positions represents confronting powers in a field as well, 
i. e. the political power, which just recomposes itself according to the 
present needs, and the power of independent intellectual and scientific 
thought, which refuses to work for the sake of these political purposes. 
the last one is a kind of civic option and prefers to do research just “for 
the lust of knowing” and nothing else. in spite of some shortcomings 
and intentional essencializations of both authors, “orientalism”, on 
the one side, is very important in order to wide ones own scope of view 
into the ever changing world, to question scientific work and its objects 
as such; “For the Lust of Knowing”, on the other side, gives charming 
and vivid impression of medieval atmosphere in orientalism. reading 
them together it is possible to gain more versatile prospect of the past 
and to coin more precise methods of the future scientific approach, 
which would not insult neither eastern, nor western cultural or racial 
feelings.

artem KoBZEv

EnCyCLopEdia “spirituaL CuLturE oF CHina” as  
tHE suMMA siNOLOgiAe

K e y  w o r d s :  Chinese civilization, spiritual culture of China, encyclopedia, summa 
sinologiae.

in 2006 – 2008 were published three first volumes of encyclopedia “the 
Culture of China”, which will include 6 volumes (each around 1000 
pages and 300 – 500 original illustrations) about philosophy; mythol-
ogy and religion; literature and language; historical thought; science 
and technology; political and ethicolegal thought, each of them sub-
dividing on General, vocabulary and reference parts. the encyclope-
dia combines investigations of many years and latest findings in these 
spheres of culture and is an unprecedented project on russian language 
comparable with such solid west editions as “science and Civilization 
in China” (Ed. by J. needham) and “the Cambridge History of China”. 
the edition can be used both by sinologists and the general public in-
teresting in China. 
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Loreta poŠKaitė

Human Body CuLturE in modErn CHina:  
BEtWEEn CHina and tHE WEst

K e y  w o r d s :  body, modernization, nationalism, Confucianism, maoism, militarization, 
culturalness, simbolical body, clothing, physical culture, West, cultural identity, masculi-
nity, femininity, sexuality. 

the modernization of Chinese culture from the end of XiXth century, 
and especially in XXth century, could be conceived in one or another 
way as the modernization of human body and it’s culture, that is, of se-
xuality, clothing, eating, physical training and so on, which was influen-
ced mainly by Western body culture and modern conceptions of human 
body. However, Chinese project of the modernization of body culture 
was developed according to the principle of the acception and rejection 
of Western culture rather than by simple westernization. the paper con-
centrates on two aspects of body culture in China, namely, clothing and 
physical training. it aims to analyse the historical changes and motives 
of the transformations of those practices from the end of XiXth through 
XXth century as well as their relationship with traditional Chinese and 
modern Western body culture.
 

Konstantinas andRijauskas

propEr and mistaKEn patHs oF CHina’s modErniZation: 
intEGraL dEvELopmEnt

K e y  w o r d s :  China, modernization of China, neoConfucianism, incremental appro-
ach, integral development, main stages of modernization.

the article comparatively analyzes the development of China, one of 
the most important states in the world, by focusing on the research of 
various modernization projects employed there. the author examines 
the main differences of each one of the development stages framing 
the last one a half hundred years of Chinese history. Comparing vari-
ous strategies of economic, social, and political development during 
that period, as well as their links with Western and Chinese cultural 
traditions, the author theoretically defends the attitude, that China has 
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experienced four qualitatively different modernization stages, only the 
last of which could be called a successful one. the article also highlights 
the principal causes of this success by justifying the hypothesis that it 
has been a result of complex incremental process. attention is given not 
only to the research of the qualitative and quantitative features of these 
stages, but also to the objective assessment of their effects on the actual 
Chinese economic boom. the article defends the view, that the principal 
cause of the quite evident success of the actual postmaoist develop-
ment stage was the capacity of the governing elite to account huge po-
tential of the Chinese cultural tradition, properly apply rich experience 
of the anterior projects of modernization, and finally achieve a subtle 
harmony between local culture in its contemporary neoConfucianist 
form and modern economic development.

algis uŽdavinys

tHE ConCEption oF DHIKR in suFism

K e y  w o r d s :  islam, dhikr, arab and persian mysticism.

the article deals with the theory and practice of remembrance (dhikr) in 
sufism and reveals its Quranic foundations and relationship with the 
traditional islamic cosmology and the conception of unity (tawhid), rein-
terpreted in the context of sufi ontology. the attitudes of ibn alarabi, 
ibn ata allah aliskandari, ala addawla assimnani and other shaykhs 
are analysed in order to show the fundamental importance of dhikr Allah 
in sufism as a means to attain the divine nearness understood as „pre-
sence with the one remembered“ (al-hudur ma‘a`l-madhkur). 
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vilma GradinsKaitė

BEtWEEn tradition and modErnity: sEarCH For  
nationaL idEntity oF LitvaKEs Community 

K e y  w o r d s :  Jewish national identity, Lita, litvak, orthodox, Chasidism, Haskalah 
movement, Zionism, Bund. 

up to the middle of 18th century Lite territory was populated by an in-
tegral orthodox Jews community, which was later named Litvakes, and 
who had (and still have) themselves for the only and true followers of 
the rabbi or talmud Judaism. over time, Lite Jews created their own 
northEastern yiddish language dialect, noted for colourful, broad and 
emotional accent, also a cheerful and poignant style of speech.

the Jewish community of Lite, both by way of living, traditions 
and mentality, was different from those of other Jewish communities, 
populating the neighbouring territories. yiddish folklore created a ty-
pical image of a Litvak, known for reasoned thinking, love for scientific 
studies and equable character. the names of the Jewish communities – 
galitzianer, Poylish, Litwaky, Litwacy – indicate rather obviously that they 
identified themselves and were identified by other Jewish communities 
with a particular territory. Eastern European national communities – Li-
thuanians, poles, Latvians, Belorussians, russians and ukrainians – did 
not see Litvakes apart from the Jewish ethnic group. Historical sources 
and various legal documents, all refer to them by a single name – žydas, 
żyd, eврей, эвреï, jüd.. 

By the middle of the 18th century the habits and beliefs of the ort-
hodoxLitvaks began changing. ideologies and ideals that were propa-
gated by various movements and reformers during the last two hundred 
years changed the traditional Litvak community beyond the recogniti-
on. it should be noted that most of those destructive factors – Hasidism, 
Haskalah and Zionism – were not of the external, but of the internal 
nature, and were fathered by the Jewish community itself. the branch 
of Hasidism – Habad, which linked regular studies, characteristic of the 
orthodox Jews and spiritual Hasidic prayer exercise, made Hasidism 
desirable for reasonably thinking orthodox Judaism protagonists and 
thus shattered the integral Litvakes’ religious consciousness. in 1860 – 
1870 the Haskalah movement reached Lite. Haskalah emancipated and 
integrated Jews into the surrounding environment and governmental 
infrastructures, gave an impact to the processes of secularization, while 
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emergence of the reformed Judaism gradually was causing the split of 
Lite Jewish community into orthodoxLitvak and Hasid. in the eight de-
cade of the 19th century the national Jewish movement, Zionism, began 
its formation in Lite. it instigated abandoning the traditional life in shte-
tls and immigrating to Erec israel lands. this national Jewish movement, 
to a certain extent, erased the outright delimitation between a religious 
Litvakorthodox and a secularized Jew. Ever increasing number of all 
types of politically active Zionistic groups also contributed to splitting 
of the Jewish community’s integrity. at the turn of the 19th century new 
players arrive onto the political arena – the social democratic Group of 
vilnius Jews (founded in 1890), russian, polish, Lithuanian and Latvian 
Jewish Labour union – Bund (founded in 1897, in vilnius) and revolutio-
nary upheaval in russia decided on the intense Lite Jews secularization 
and assimilation. the First World War changed the Eastern Europe’s ge-
opolitical situation and disrupted the integrity of Lite territory, causing 
the destructuralization of Lite Jewish community, while the World War 
ii and genocide destroyed it. today Lite Jewish communities exist in 
usa, israel, south america and argentina. 

ilona murausKaitė

avantGardE oF proBLEms and styLE in tHE WorKs 
oF YuNG VILNe WritErs, or tHE CrossinG oF traditionaL 
and modErn JEWisH styLE oF tHE LiFE

K e y  w o r d s :  yiddish literature, avantgarde, Jung vilne assembly, moshe Levin, Chaim 
Grade. 

the present article is based on the creation of yung vilne (young vil-
na) literary group. yung vilne writers carry on the tradition of modern 
yiddish literature. the writers of this group were various temperament, 
development and talent. But the aesthetics of modern literature, the des-
tiny of Jewish people between two world wars in Lithuania unite all 
writers of yung vilne group. the presentiment of Catastrophe is domi-
nating motif of their creation. 

the article presents the sources of social problems in the works of 
yung vilna writers. the basic sources are the social origin from the poor 
peasant and the repression of Jewish culture in vilnius on 3th4th decade 
of the 20th century. 
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special attention is given in this article to prose of moshe Lewin and 
poetry of Chaim Grade. the Chaim Grade’s poetry reflects the aspects 
of the traditional Jewish style of the life, the moshe Lewin’s prose repre-
sents the modern mode of the Jewish style of the life. the crossing of tra-
ditional and modern Jewish style of the life is basic source of avantgarde 
of problems in their creation. 

Jolita ZaBarsKaitė

HistorioGrapHy oF anCiEnt india

K e y  w o r d s :  ancient india, historiography of india, indian epigraphy , historical Gup-
tas evidences

 
since year 2000 the ancient and early middle age indian historical re-
search is brought to life by rethinking through ancient indian history and 
its sources. the present research work from multidisciplinary integral 
standpoint is designated to reconsider historiography of ancient india in 
the instance of the history of the imperial Guptas. Widely explored the 
era of imperial Guptas is traditionally considered as the Golden times of 
india, which will allow us to have a whole wide view on a strategy that 
has been used while writing history in ancient times. Historiographical 
Guptas sources, etc epigraphic records, coins and literatures are the ba-
sic and single evidences for reconstructing political and cultural history 
of the imperial Guptas. the epigraphic records are the most significant 
out of all, because every aspect of the life, culture and activities of the 
indians are reflected in inscriptions. How ever, while reconsidering the 
methods and techniques in studying the inscriptions or other literary 
evidences, we must take notice of the authors of the historical works as 
well as early medieval inscriptions. Cause in the context of early inves-
tigation of researchers we have established the fact that these authors 
were greatly influenced by the contemporary ideas of history and the 
methods of interpretation of the time. unlike historians, who are reading 
these sources separate from the context or other evidences, we have tried 
to read the meaning of these inscriptions with their relation between 
their text and every component of its background. Cause in the end, only 
research based on critically analysed evidences in their proper context 
and from the multidisciplinary integral approach takes into considera-
tion the most recent discoveries of sources and the solutions without 
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prejudice to various problems. more over, in traditional historiography 
of different links rejected epigraphic sources could be very valuable ma-
terial while analyzing it from multidisciplinary perspective. there for 
praśasti epigraphs must not entirely be related to certain historical facts 
and rulers, but also with purānas, as the model of ideal history of the 
world, and last but not the least with secondary courses and the contest 
behind certain events.

Kenichi sasaki

pErspECtivE in tHE East and tHE WEst –  
sANsui paintinG and LandsCapE

K e y  w o r d s :  comparative aesthetics, perspective in East and West, sansui painting and 
landscape. 

the subject here is to elucidate the sense of space peculiar to Japanese 
sensibility. to accomplish this task, i consult not only paintings but also 
waka, purely Japanese poetry. Besides, i compare the structure of Japane-
se perspective with the Western in order to make salient the features of 
Japanese sense of space. in China and Japan, the traditional landscape 
painting was called sansui painting (literally painting of “mountains and 
waters”), unlike Fûkei painting (modern translation of the Western notion 
of landscape). Landscape as “sansui” is characterized by its vitalistic con-
ception: the cosmic space is filled with “ki” (vital and spiritual element). 
this view is reflected in the Japanese notion of “keshiki” (literally “color 
of ki”), the word meaning landscape. such a space was to be felt rather 
than seen. the notion of the picturesque was related in Japan to the spatial 
extent: conception deeply related to humid climate producing much of 
fog or haze. it was firstly in waka (in the 13th Century) that we find the first 
expression of the Japanese perspective, which consists in the combination 
of the tactile (sometimes auditory) close range with the visual distant ran-
ge, without the middle range (as covered by the fog): this is very different 
from the Western geometrical perspective, which is essentially constitu-
ted by the middle range relating continuously the close to the distant. in 
painting, this Japanese perspective was realized for the first time in uki-
yo-e: Hokusai and Hiroshige in particular. i assume that this composition 
was transplanted in the Western world in the trend of “japonisme”, and 
now determines the basic composition of the landscape photograph.

.
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valdas JasKŪnas

iLLustratEd manusCripts oF tHE JayadEva’s poEm  
gīTAgOviNDA

K e y  w o r d s :  gītagovinda, Jayadeva, illustrated manuscripts.

the paper discusses the history of manuscript illustrations of the famous 
poem of the 12th century gītagovinda by Jayadeva. gītagovinda along with 
the Rāmāyaõa and the Mahābhārata are the most frequently illustrated 
text in india. the history of manuscript illustrations of the gītagovinda 
ranges from the mid of 15th century to the present days and manuscripts 
are found diverse regions throughout india except south india. stylisti-
caly majority of manuscripts were produced within the western schools 
of miniature painting although the native land of the poet, orissa, and 
other eastern regions abound in illustrated manuscripts of the text also. 
the paper consists of descriptions of most of known illustrated gītago-
vindas or separate folia from them. it secures the ground to conclude 
that the tradition of illustrating the gītagovinda supplied a broad scale of 
visual images of the Krishna story and consequently played a major role 
in a speadily spread of Krisnaism throughout india. Generally the article 
is set to explore the methodology which examines influences of visual 
culture imposed on development of religious ideas and their images. 

agnieška JuZEFoviČ

syntHEsis in CHinEsE aEstHEtiC and art  
(HistoriCaL anaLysis) 

K e y  w o r d s :  interdisciplinary connections; synthesis, Chinese aesthetic, art theory; 
Chinese landscape painting.

the author makes historical analysis of Chinese aesthetic, art theory and 
painting. the author argues that in different historical periods this three 
components often were involved in close connections. synthesis of art 
and art theory and their interdisciplinary character is typical for Chinese 
culture. the deals with development and transformations of Chinese 
aesthetic and painting: in the very early period of Chinese aesthetic 
and art theory (iv–viii sc.) there dominated theoretical philosophical 
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interpretations with quite little attention for concrete questions of art 
theory, but from the song dynasty there were settled harmonic balance 
between aesthetic, art theory and practice. the main attention of the 
author is focused on interdisciplinary character of Chinese aesthetic and 
painting: many of Chinese painters and calligraphers were also authors 
of theoretical texts about painting, and vice versa – theorists quite often as 
well created art works by themselves. the author beside analyze main 
connections between transformations of art theory and painting with 
cultural and political situation of contemporary China.

Julija KaravaJEva

tHE ConCEpt oF artistiC CrEation in JapanEsE HAIGA 
and ZeNGA sCHooLs oF spontanEous inK paintinG

K e y  w o r d s :  haiga, zenga, Japanese spontaneous ink painting, synthesis of the art 
genres.

the problem of creation’s psychology is very important for the pain-
ters of Japanese spontaneous ink painting. the article concentrates on 
haiga and zenga schools and discusses their concept of artistic creation 
and artistic individuality. the spontaneous genre, to translate directly 
from Chinese, means “writing of the ideas”, so its main difference from 
the academic and realistic “careful” style is the immediate outpouring 
of painter’s intensions in the process of searching the ideal form. in 
haiga works (paintings for haiku poetry) the aim of artistic creation is 
the search of a perfect synthesis by combining several art genres: pain-
ting, calligraphy and poetry. in zenga works (monochrome paintings of 
Buddhist monks) the authors seek for the similar aim: to join within one 
artistic space a word, a drawing and a writing sign. Both haiga and zenga 
were frequently based on the literary source, so these works firstly had 
to reflect another artist’s individuality. the skill of expressing the main 
idea of a literary source was fundamental. nevertheless, these can not 
be understood as total restriction of painter’s individuality. the literary 
source was a sort of creative lighthouse and painter’s professionalism 
could be expressed in a wide range of the formal means and its ability 
to reflect neatly the main idea. these art pieces also perfectly illustrate 
such fundamental concepts of Japanese aesthetics as the importance of 
an empty space, the poetry of reticence, the cult of restrained and hidden 
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beauty. most of these artists were deeply concerned in the process of 
preparation for the creative process and were using special techniques of 
psycho training and meditation. this helped them to create the fabulous 
examples of synthetic art pieces. 

aukse KapoČiŪtė

proBLEms oF tHE diFFusion oF art Forms, symBoLs and 
motiFs in tHE art CritiCism oF JosEpH sytrZyGoWsKi

K e y  w o r d s :  strzygowski, comparativistic art criticism, diffusion

this article analyzes strzygowski‘s works devoted to diffusion of art 
forms, symbols and motifs. His attempts to trace the development of 
Western architecture is largely formed from Eastern and indigenous 
influences.

Courajod, Brehiers, semper, riegl and many others laid a founda-
tion to the scholars of comparativistic art criticism, so called first wave 
(works of strygowski and Warburg on the diffusion processeses of art 
forms, symbols and motifs from East to West) at the beginning of 20th 
century. a direct link with works and archeological findings never been 
analyzed before allowed the starters of comparativistic art criticism to 
expand the limits of academic traditionally Westorientated euorocen-
tric art history. analyzing the elements of art works remote in time and 
geographically, strygowski traced ealier unknown sources of Byzantic 
art and Western European medieval art. thus, a new perspective linking 
Eastern and Western traditions and the problem of the diffusion of art 
forms, symbols and motifs in strygowski‘s works due to the awareness 
of the subtleties of art criticism, in deep knowledge about artefacts and 
material culture of East and West, as well as to understanding of the 
ways of diffusion of artefacts and forms. strzygowski‘s works abun-
dantly expanded the sources of Christian art research and the horizons 
of art history leading beyond Europe to middle East countries as arme-
nia, persia,and even Far East.

research approach and methodological problems received exclu-
sive significance for the cognition of these processes. the main contribu-
tion of. strzygowski’s investigations to art diffusion processes from East 
to West and to methodology is an introduction of new research spheres, 
various comaparative research strategies. it is obvious, that diffusion 
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methodology, encouraging to search for European sources of art in the 
East opened new unexplored oriental art sources, powerful art traditi-
ons and also broadely expanded the geography of world art history.

Having comprehensively investigated the problems of diffusion 
of art forms, symbols and motifs in the beginning of 20th century com-
parativistic art criticism, new methodological possibilities emerged, ba-
sed on flexibility and new hierarchyrejecting principles, liberation from 
many eurocentric conceptions of art criticism and narrow rasict preju-
dice. therefore, a broaq view on world art history, constanly new areas 
of research, the interactions between Eastern and Western approaches 
stems from here.the applicability of these new methods of comparati-
vistic art research, methodological strategies, various scientific methods 
helped to fill blank gaps in universal art history. on the other hand, new 
themes of intercultural influences and often new view angles, develo-
ping in the comparativistic art criticism due to acquired methodological 
approaches, emphasized the main vectors of world art history, hidden 
and obvious motifs of form evolutions, driving forces.they corrected the 
schemes of art history and disclosed that every borrowing has its specific 
carrier,way of transformation which, in each specific case of crosscultu-
ral contact, can be different. and, finally, this research complemented to 
the rejection of East West dichotomy and opened new possibilities for 
new perception and evalution of the role of art traditions.

Žilvinė GaiŽutytėFiLipaviČiEnė

tHE sourCEs oF andrÉ maLrauX’s ComparativE  
pHiLosopHy oF art

K e y  w o r d s :  andré malraux, philosophy of art, psychology of art, imaginary museum

in this article the main attention is paid to the origins of the philosop-
hy of art of French writer, art philosopher andré malraux (1901–1976). 
the article deals with author’s orientalistic Experience in 2 early novels: 
“temptation of West” (1926) and “the royal Way” (1930). the first of 
them explored the parallels between Eastern and Western culture. the 
work was set on the early stages of the Chinese revolution and focused 
on the exchange of letters between a young European and a young asian 
intellectual. the second novel set in the indochinese jungle. the book 
was largely a dialogue on death; it was one malraux’s main themes. 
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this oriental experience of writer and absorbed oriental culture 
formed the original conception of imagery museum or museum without 
walls, which is like a museum in the mind, comprising the art of past 
centuries and civilizations. article deals with malraux’s main ideas of 
psychology of artistic creation. art always comes from previous art 
although sometimes this relation is difficult to understand. this idea 
explains the conception of malraux’s art history: history of art is conti-
nuous repetitions, revivals and ruptures of forms. 

ingeborga JŪra

tHE minimaLism oF ŠvėGŽda’s oriEntaList  
aEstHEtiCs and its rELations to tHE poEtiCs  
oF KaJoKas and  miLiausKaitė

K e y  w o r d s :  algimantas Švėgžda, meditation, orientalizm, Far East aesthetics, wuwei 
principle

this article discuses the oriental meditative motives in the late artistic 
works of algimantas Švėgžda (1941–1996), who was influenced by Far 
East aesthetics and especially by the principle of wuwei. the meditative 
works of the artist are analyzed on the background of taoist, Chan, and 
Zen aesthetics. While inquiring into the sources of artistic inspiration, 
the attention is mostly concentrated on the principle of wuwei, on its 
manysidedness and functioning during the creative process. 


